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The Second Man and Win Some, Lose Some feature PI Mike Grady, with whom readers of the Blackpool novels will be familiar. In the Second Man, Grady is offered a simple
job, delivering a bundle of cash in return for a gambling IOU. Seems an easy assignment, until murder queers the pitch. In the second story Grady is asked to save an attractive
woman from the unwelcome advances of her boss. Grady finds nothing is as simple as it looked. The Spider introduces downmarket PI Rick Mason. An old flame asks him to
help put her new partner on the straight and narrow and keep him out of jail. In Sam Cooke, PI Pete Mallone finds he is out of his depth when he witnesses a killing and ends up
on the wrong side of the law. Chrome tells a story of regret, old acquaintance and an unsolved puzzle.
A group of European criminals plan an art heist at the most secure museum in the world! Art thief Solomon Lane is hired by a syndicate of black market art collectors to steal 18
of the world's most valuable artworks! Can he & his criminal cohorts pull off the heist of the century
When A Shocking Scandal Exposes Southern Secrets. . . As the blazing heat of summer gives way to sultry September, a shroud of suspicion settles over Noble's Crossing, a
sleepy Alabama town. Nothing is as it seems--and never will be again. Lane Noble Graham stands accused of murdering her ex-husband. And the one man who can help,
Johnny Mack Cahill, vowed never to return to the town that scorned him--or the woman whose love he knew he didn't deserve. . . .No One Is Safe From Cold-Blooded Murder
From the rusted-out trailers on the wrong side of the river to the stately pillared mansions along Magnolia Avenue, everybody has something to hide--but one secret could make
Lane and Johnny Mack the next targets of a twisted killer, who's struck once and is bent on striking again. . . "A sizzling, sexy tale that grabs the reader by the throat and doesn't
let go." --Lisa Jackson, New York Times bestselling author
Do you desire the truth about God, our foremost religions, the purpose of life and the future of our planet? If so, Illuminating the Narrow Gate will guide and empower you to fulfill
your destiny of transcending the darkness and embracing an enlightened spirituality. Blessed with astonishing insights and revelations, this revolutionary book heralds a global
awakening and the inevitable doom of institutional religion. Volume II contains 15 appendixes that substantiate and enhance the revelations of Volume I. Appendixes A
(“Reincarnation”) and B (“Spirit Possession”) present scientific and clinical evidence that demonstrates the reality of those phenomena. The next three appendixes are primarily
dedicated to dating the Book of Daniel. Leveraging the breakthrough of Illuminating the Narrow Gate’s paradigm shift, Appendix D (“Redirecting the Debate About Daniel”)
decimates the prevailing scholarly conclusion that Daniel’s prophecies were a hoax written in the 2nd century BCE. Instead, this book within a book proves they were penned as
advertised in the 6th century BCE while debunking the fundamentalist view that the biblical book is inerrant. The next six appendixes primarily present ancient history that
demonstrates the fulfillment of prophetic passages from Daniel. Four of them—Appendix F (“The Beast With Ten Horns”), Appendix G (“Constantine the Great”), Appendix J
(“The King of the End Times”) and Appendix K (“Understanding the 69 ‘Sevens’”)—deliver the spine-tingling details of how the future was foretold with stunning accuracy and
precision for five centuries after the date when all scholars agree Daniel was on the historical record (160s BCE). Appendix L (“The Catholic Church in the 20th Century”) shows
that although the Church no longer champions crusades, sequesters Jews in ghettos, or tortures and kills those who believe differently, its underlying darkness has continued
unabated. The majority of this other book within a book details how the Vatican helped Benito Mussolini and Adolf Hitler gain dictatorial power and then made strategic alliances
with them, ignored their pre-war crimes and assaults upon the Jews, sanctioned their predatory aggression upon other nations, and turned a blind eye to the Holocaust. After
illuminating the essence of the papal choices before and during World War II, the appendix exposes the criminal nature of the Vatican’s subsequent financial affairs. It shows
how the sudden death of Pope John Paul I in 1978 was most likely a blackmail-enabled murder by the Vatican Bank’s underworld partners. After two short appendixes explain
passages from Revelation, the book concludes with Appendix O (“The Impact on Islam”). It shows how the book’s insights are also inscribing the writing on the wall for Islam. *
You don’t need to purchase Volume II if you only want the book’s core insights and revelations. A PDF document of the end matter published in Volume II (Endnotes,
Bibliography, Index, et al.) can be downloaded for free from the book’s website to make Volume I a self-standing book.
During a trip to England, Mercedes becomes strongly attracted to Jake, a well-known playboy and businessman. Irresistibly drawn to his charms, she almost spends the night
with him, but she catches herself before they get too involved. But a few weeks later, she finds herself trapped into a sudden engagement with him. Will she find out what he’s
hiding before it’s too late?
This story is about all mysterious adventures and numerous encounters with FBI. The flashbacks became more terrifying and the nightmares came more realistic. The story will
become more confusing with all the bizarre endings. There were events which took a diametrically opposite of action. The FBI is a powerful police department and they answer to
no one. The FBI had no other choice; they had to stop me from solving the Zodiac case. All the people that were helping me with my book had all disappeared. There is a reason
why all these people had vanished? The mystery will never be solved. The FBI "secret files" are hiding that information. The FBI is vicious; they have neither pity nor compassion.
That becomes a dangerous situation for everyone involved. This story talks about Donna Lass, (that is the grave on the front cover of the book) who was killed in Lake Tahoe by
the Zodiac killer. Donna Lass's body was never found. She was the Zodiac's last victim. Unfortunately, I was involved, and did not know what to do. This story is very unique. The
FBI is hiding Bruce Davis, (Charles Mason's hit man) and no one can talk to him. What does that tell you? As former Chief of Police from the San Francisco area, I have come to
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know that the Zodiac killer is the most famous serial killer case in the United States. I had to write this story; the public must know the truth. The FBI is concealing evidence. They
know the person that was involved with the Zodiac killer. His name is Bruce Davis. It took me ten years, for me to locate a picture of Wayne Messier. A cold chill consumed my
body from head to toe. When I saw that picture, I thought that I would never live to see a photograph of the Zodiac killer.
"A daring covert action by the CIA to hijack a Boeing 777 passenger plane carrying Russian and Chinese computer scientists to London from Bangkok. These scientists were
collaborating on a project to develop a highly sensitive software that could hack computer systems in the USA and bring all activities under their control. As part of the operation,
the entire plane with all the passengers, including the scientists, were hijacked and transported to an isolated island in the Indian Ocean, which was serving as a strategic naval
base of the USA. Here the scientists were separated from the other passengers and sent to a secret location in the USA in different military aircrafts. The scientists were
interrogated and coerced into working for the USA. They were given all facilities needed to develop the program and implement it on the computer systems in Moscow. A startling
story of how the program, which was prepared to paralyze the American computer network, was used, instead, to cause a breakdown of the power system in Moscow.
Meanwhile, all international efforts to track the Boeing 777 plane proved futile and it was believed to have crashed in the ocean leaving no survivors. The American government
also joined the search effort, officially and offered condolences for the “death” of the passengers."
Evelynn Faust suffers from horrible insomnia and paranoia. The summer before her senior year of high school should be one of the best summers of her life. But she’s tormented by guilt and
an addiction that haunts her every waking moment. Evelynn is a drug dealer who also craves the drug she sells. The money and the popularity that come with it aren’t bad either. But when
she’s caught dealing on school property by Eric Wagner, the respected and admired police chief’s son, the game is over. He won’t snitch on her, unless she gives him whatever he wants –
her. She’s being blackmailed. Evelynn has no one to turn to for help. Not her parents who don’t understand her rebellious nature or her circle of friends who only care about partying and
getting high. When Adam Tristen moves in across the street, and he wants to get to know her better, it all seems too good to be true. She must make a pact with the devil. Evelynn now looks
over her shoulder wherever she goes, waiting for Eric to act on his threats. But Adam, the charming college sophomore, sees something special inside Evelynn, and he wants to help her fix
mistakes. In order to do that she must confront a dark secret from her past that could destroy her family…her life…and her entire world as she knows it. She’ll need to take a leap of faith.
While investigating her father’s suspicious death, Margarete Mathews discovers the two men in her life are far from the people she has believed them to be. The loving and kind Brandon, her
eighteen-year-old brother, a once quiet child has become cunning and devious, someone she distrusts and fears. The other one is Dallas, the man with whom she finds herself falling in love,
despite his sometimes bizarre behavior. His entrance into her life comes at the same time she learns she is being stalked. Could the stalker be her father’s killer, the man who brazenly steals
into her bedroom at night to bring flowers and leave his mark on her bed. Or could the stalker be Dallas? After a mysterious phone call reveals she is in grave danger, she realizes she must
not only save herself from Dallas, but she must rescue Brandon from what he plans to do, or may have already done. She has no reservation that both men are willing to kill to get what they
want. Will it be too late to save her mother and herself?
Happily-ever-afters aren't guaranteed. Tasha Gerome has a good life. Being a single mom of twins wasn't what she expected, but she makes the best of it. The problem is life keeps
happening. Her ex-husband's antics are exhausting. Tasha's mother conspires to get her back into the dating scene. Her sister has to dig her out of a legal minefield. Tasha needs help. Check
out My Best Mistake to find out who Tasha count can count on when things get tough. The answer might surprise you.
An entertaining and informative social and political history of modern gay life focuses on New York City, describing the growth of the gay rights movement and offering profiles of prominent gay
figures since the end of World War II. Reprint.
Who¿s destroying her life? Nora Jordan is in prison. Who framed her and why? Just weeks before, she was in an aides¿ program at a hospital and her pre-med college career was going
famously. She had fallen in love with Rick Barrow, an idealistic political activist, while helping him recover from a brutal police beating during a protest march. Jack Rivers, Rick¿s cynical but
loyal roommate, discovers a film of the march ¿ with its startling revelation. Then, a police raid on her apartment, charges of drug dealing, a prison sentence and, worst of all, expulsion from
college ¿ destroy her dreams for a career as a doctor.Can Nora rebuild her shattered life and resolve her conflicting romantic feelings for both Rick and Jack? From Boston to New York to
Puerto Rico, Jack and Nora, separately and together, pursue daring schemes to expose and defeat their enemies. But can they save Rick, reclaim their own lives and salvage a future
together?
Simone Maxwell will do anything to save her family's business; it's her pride and her passion. But she certainly doesn't expect her lifeline to be Cade Dupont, the man who broke her heart
years ago. Billionaire Cade knows Simone is in a vulnerable position—which is exactly where he wants her. She owes him big-time, and here is the perfect opportunity to collect his dues in the
most pleasurable way possible…with Simone in his bed and at his command!
Sexist boss Brandon Tailor made the biggest mistake of his life when he tried to blackmail his employee Danielle into having sex with him. In no time at all, she turns the tables on him and she
becomes the one giving the orders. Then things go from bad to worse when she decides Brandon the Boss needs to spend some time as Brandi the Secretary. Would anyone figure out who
he really was?"Blackmailed Sissy Boss" is a tale of erotic punishment about a controlling boss who finds himself at the mercy of a woman he harassed.

Once Lorenzo Valente sets his sights on something—or someone—he will not be deterred! His estranged wife, Chloe, might profess to hate him now, yet only weeks earlier she
was claiming adoration…proving Lorenzo's belief that love is fickle. But now the stakes have gotten higher…. Chloe has become guardian to her friend's baby and wants a fresh
start—plus a marriage annulment. Seeing Chloe as a mother, Lorenzo is more determined than ever to keep her… and claim the wedding night from which she fled!
My Best MistakeTasha's StoryBlind Vista Press
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As a lowly assistant on a magazine, Mel had been roped in to help out a colleague—and now she was about to be caught red-handed! She was hiding in the bath of a hotel suite,
and the room's celebrity occupant, Jack Devlin, had just returned—to have a shower! The millionaire was dark, brooding and handsome, and the passion that followed was
amazing! Now he'd blackmailed her into a tantalizing deal—she would join his luxury, jet-set life for two weeks as his mistress!
For Andy Carpenter, graduate school is stressful enough without adding romantic complications and dead bodies to the mix. First, Andy has to contend with the presence of Rob
Hayward, a new student in the history PhD program. He thought Rob was out of his life for good, but now he has to confront his unresolved feelings and not let his work suffer.
Mason Devereaux, the once-great London actor, has hit the skids and clings to his job as an understudy for Phantom of the Opera. Then the Phantom is shot dead onstage.
This ebook bundle contains the first nine novels of the Inspector Green Mystery series by Barbara Fradkin. On dangerous backstreets of Ottawa, Homicide Inspector Michael
Green leads complex investigations into sensational cases. When his job puts his marriage, life, and even his family in harm's way, Green's obsession with uncovering the truth
leaves him grappling with the ultimate meaning of justice. "...combines a suspenseful story with plenty of opportunities to see the brook-no-nonsense inspector out of his natural
element." - Booklist "A well-written page-turner." - Publisher's Weekly The Whisper of Legends - Inspector Green Mysteries #9 (NEW!) When his teenage daughter goes missing
on a summer wilderness canoe trip to the Nahanni River in the Northwest Territories, Green is forced into unfamiliar territory just as dangerous as the backstreets of Ottawa.
Beautiful Lie the Dead - Inspector Green Mysteries #8 When a wealthy social activist's fiancee's frozen body is found in the snow just blocks from his home, Inspector Green
knows that someone is conspiring to keep the truth hidden. This Thing of Darkness - Inspector Green Mysteries #7 The brutal killing of a controversial psychiatrist on a street
corner initially looks like a mugging gone wrong, but Green's investigation leaves him grappling with deeper, darker questions. Includes 6 more Inspector Green titles: Dream
Chasers - Inspector Green Mysteries #6 Honour Among Men - Inspector Green Mysteries #5 Fifth Son - Inspector Green Mysteries #4 Mist Walker - Inspector Green Mysteries
#3 Once Upon a Time - Inspector Green Mysteries #2 Do or Die - Inspector Green Mysteries #1
When Lucky first said “I love you….” He meant it forever… no matter what people say he want her life long as a life partner…
First Published in 2000. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Scandalgate is part of the Pocket History series - a conveniently portable, stylishly packaged and eminently collectible set of twelve books that each open a window onto a
selection of remarkable stories, characters and themes from the past. A leader is a salesman selling a version of themselves and we know they are never as good as they
pretend to be. We rightly suspect that the seeking of power is often a kind of greed in itself and we love to hear of powerful people who have successfully deceived us with the
sheen of their charisma getting their comeuppance. Welcome to Scandalgate, thirteen tales of political and courtly mischief, muckraking and blackmail - from the sacking of
Gough Whitlam to the impeachment of Bill Clinton.
Witch’s Tattoo by Eliza March Lisette Bouchard is a powerful witch, with no training, no mentor, and no coven. She’s discovered her on and off again boyfriend is the
warlock…and her soul mates destined to fulfill the pentacle’s prophecy, Lisette isn't certain she wants destiny ruling her love life. Caster’s Unfriendly Ghost by Alicia Dean
Confirmed bachelor Reese Caster’s world is rocked when a pesky ghost shows up and demands that Reese romance his widow, and Reese’s former lover, Emily, to keep her
out of the clutches of a scheming gold-digger. Can Reese and Emily find the love they were denied, or will the ghost of her dead husband destroy their chances? Crimson
Summer by Cecilia Farrell A mysterious offer, a threat, then all hell breaks loose. There are secrets in Carrick County people don’t dare reveal. But Ranalt Fitzgerald will risk
everything to protect her family, the man she loves and the little girl she adores. Each turn of the summer moon brings danger and in the shadows, something waits... The House
by Lara Parker Unexpectedly, Leslie Harrison inherits a sprawling horse farm in Florida. Upon her arrival, she meets the good looking farm manager, Preston McClay and, to her
chagrin, he isn’t happy to see her. But the cantankerous man is the least of her worries when things start to go bump in the night. Will the sinister activity in the house chase
Leslie away, or will she prevail in the struggle between good and evil? Witch Familiar by Dayana Knight Breanna McShae must seek a familiar. After performing a ritual asking
the Goddess to provide her with her given familiar, she finds she has two animals vying for her attentions—a wolf and a raven. The catch is one of them is the love of her life and
the other devastating trouble—the sikkqui—a creature that can assume any shape and sucks the essence of human spirit. Can she go against her very nature to destroy it without
destroying herself and the shifter who has captured her heart?
Rare book authenticator Carys Jones wanted nothing more than to be left alone to pursue her obsession with ancient manuscripts. But when her biggest client is committed to an
asylum, he gives Carys an offer she cannot refuse. In exchange for his entire library of priceless, Dark Age manuscripts, Carys must track the clues hidden in a previously
unknown journal, clues that lead to a tomb that could rewrite the history of Western civilization. But there are people who would do anything to stop Carys from finding what she
seeks—for reasons both noble and evil. The hunt takes Carys to places she never thought she’d go, physically and emotionally; first to Wales, her estranged father’s homeland,
then to bed with Dafydd, a mysterious Welshman who agrees to help her with the search, and finally, deep inside her own psyche, when the monk who wrote the journal 1,500
years ago appears and assists her in her search.
Six months ago Brazilian tycoon Caleb Cameron thought he'd uncovered Maggie Holland's plot to ruin him—using seduction! But Maggie was being manipulated by her
stepfather. She'd fallen in love with Caleb—but he vowed never to see her again. After her stepfather dies, Maggie is left with nothing. Now, to complete his revenge, Caleb makes
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an offer Maggie can't refuse: but she must become his mistress for two months!
"By exploring the scandal-filled lives of four Oklahomans, this book demonstrates how unqueering operates in a conservative American context. Carol Mason weaves a story
about how homogenizing, antigay ideas evolve from generation to generation so that they achieve particular economic, imperial, racial, and gendered goals. Using engaging and
accessible commentary on antigay crusaders (Sally Kern and Anita Bryant) and two queer teachers dismissed from their positions (Billy James Hargis and Bruce Goff), Mason
illustrates how the lives of these figures represent paradigmatic moments in conservative confrontations with queers and help us to understand the conflation of terrorism with
homosexuality, which dates back to the McCarthy era"--Provided by publisher.
Can handwriting be faked to make murder look like suicide? That is the question facing forensic handwriting expert Claudia Rose. When powerful Hollywood agent Lindsey
Alexander is found dead, police are all too willing to believe it’s Lindsey’s handwriting on the scrap of paper they’re calling a suicide note. But not everyone is ready to accept
this easy conclusion. Claudia knows first-hand the publicist’s ruthlessness and cruelty, so when Lindsey’s business associate begs her to prove the suicide note a fake, her
instincts scream at her to run the other way. She hasn’t forgotten how it felt to be humiliated by the best. But Ivan leans hard, and when she accepts the case, Claudia becomes
trapped in a far darker scenario than she bargained for.
This is a memoir about living, loving, dreaming, daring, and driving while female -- in a country where it's dangerous to do all of the above. Manal al-Sharif grew up in Mecca the
second daughter of a taxi driver, born the year strict fundamentalism took hold. In her adolescence, she was religious radical, melting her brother's boy band CDs in the oven
because music was haram: forbidden by Islamic law. But what a difference an education can make. By her twenties, she was a computer security engineer, one of a few women
working in a desert compound built to resemble suburban America. That's when the Saudi kingdom's contradictions became too much to bear: she was labeled a slut for chatting
with male colleagues, her school-age brother chaperoned her on a business trip, and while she kept a car in her garage, she was forbidden from driving on Saudi streets. Manalal-Sharif has written a memoir about the making of an accidental activist, a story of a young Muslim woman who stood up to a kingdom of men -- and won.
Tragedy was no stranger to Liah. She had endured great loss and scandal that started during childhood. Just when she thought she was on top with a great husband and a
wonderful job, she was knocked down by life once again. She wasn't one to believe in God, for after all, how could she with all the suffering she had endured? Just as she was
about to give up, something happened that changed everything.
Contains all 3 books in the Lucky Series! Lucky Charm Derek Corwin is well aware of the family curse - every Corwin male who married for love would be destined to lose his
woman and his fortune. He decides to outsmart the prophesy that has plagued his family for generations by breaking up with his first love—and marrying someone else. Now,
divorced and broke, all he has left is his teenage daughter, a boatload of regret … and wariness when it comes to love. Until Gabrielle Donovan returns, determined to rekindle
their passion. Will her stubborn streak and her unwavering love be the lucky charm Derek so desperately needs? Lucky Streak When Mike Corwin awakens after some wild
partying in Vegas $100,000 richer and married to Amber Rose Brennan, the gorgeous woman he met the night before, he thinks he's hit the jackpot. The bad news is that
Amber's a con who takes his money and runs. Seems the family jinx has finally hit him. Hard. But to Amber, Mike isn't business as usual. If only she didn't need the money to
ensure her father's safety, she might actually have fallen for the intense lawman. Instead, she's forced to betray him. Now Mike's hell-bent on divorce and Amber's on the run…but
when a twist of fate reunites them, can they turn their run of bad fortune into a lucky streak that lasts forever? Lucky Break Jason Corwin knows he should resist his attraction to
Lauren Perkins. After all, it was one of her ancestors who came up with the curse that has plagued every Corwin male to misery and the single life. But after one night of mindblowing sex with his supposed—and very seductive—enemy, he can't bring himself to stay away. All Lauren wants is to sell her late grandmother's old house and leave the past
behind forever. But that's not an easy thing to do with gorgeous contractor Jason Corwin whispering sweet, sexy somethings in her ear. About staying. Can she be the lucky
break that Jason needs?
Hot Stuff: A Hot Zone Novel
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